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The project
Prisons recognise the value of family contact for prisoner
rehabilitation and the emotional wellbeing of their children. Family
Days enable prisoner parents to spend time with their children and
partners—talking, reading, playing games and enjoying being
together.

Prison Reading Groups (PRG) supports these days with books and
book bags for the visiting children, and volunteers to encourage
family reading activities. In 2016 we expanded the project with
generous funding from the Drapers’ Charitable Fund and
Wandsworth Borough Council, together with book donations from
Penguin Random House and the Siobhan Dowd Trust. Through the
year we supported 26 Family Days in 17 prisons, providing
individually chosen books for over a thousand children.

Our partners Give a Book supplied book bags, bookmarks, pencils
and notebooks as well as book plates that prisoners could
personalise to make the book a present from parent to child.
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The books
The children varied in age from under a year to late teens, with
almost half under 6 years old. Each book was carefully chosen to be
age and gender appropriate and titles ranged from Each Peach Pear
Plum to One, winner of the 2016 Young Adult Book Prize.
Throughout the year we revised the book selection using feedback
from the children, their parents, volunteers and staff. Where
particular prisons were supported more than once, we ensured
different books were provided so there was no risk of a child
receiving the same book twice.

Titles for 6-9 year olds

Titles for older children

Teamwork

Feedback

Every prison organises its Family Days differently. PRG works with
family liaison officers, visits managers, librarians and chaplains, as well
as provider organisations such as Barnardo’s and Spurgeons.

For the youngest children the books encouraged family cuddling and
picture games, and for some prisoners it was the first time they had
shared a book with their child.

We also recruit volunteers from the University of Roehampton’s MA
programme in Children’s Literature. Current and former
postgraduate students compiled our initial database of books and they
also volunteer at the events, participating in activities and encouraging
families to have fun with books.

The Very Hungry Caterpillar was a lovely present.

The Siobhan Dowd Trust donated some beautiful re-conditioned
bookcases which made the Family Day book corners a great draw for
children and their parents.

He enjoyed his daddy reading it to him and counting with him

Familiar authors delighted older children and connected them with
friends and book culture at school. But they were also intrigued by
new writers and ready to branch out.
Many of my friends have read it [Noughts and Crosses]
and said it’s a great book

Children were also keen to show off their reading skills and the day
gave some parents new insight.
Thank you for my book. I love it.
A great way for my dad to see what books I like and to hear me read

Parents were especially pleased that there were books for visiting
teenagers as well as younger children. And volunteers reported
encouraging book chat.
I chatted with one of the older girls who told me she didn’t really read
books, we looked at the book together and talked about the story and she
thought it looked quite interesting and said she would read it over
Christmas, so fingers crossed!

One of the boys who got the Roald Dahl book was delighted because of
how special it looks and the fact that The BFG is one of his favourite
stories. His dad was quite emotional as he didn’t know his son liked to
read or that The BFG was a favourite, and again the parents expressed
their gratitude and asked me to pass on their thanks
Prison staff member

A selection of titles donated by Penguin Random House

Everyone enjoyed having a tangible reminder of a good day spent
together as a family.

Feedback from volunteers
It was one of the most rewarding experiences of my life. The children were
thrilled to get books, it really added to the excitement of their day seeing
their dads, and they were able to sit and read together, which was a joy to
watch. The parents thought it was a lovely touch, too

Sam Dodd
I love combining my love and knowledge of books with doing something that
feels really worthwhile… So if you are asking if volunteers get anything out
of it, for me the answer is a resounding YES!

Catherine Randall
What an amazingly humbling experience to see so much joy and pleasure on
the faces of the children when they were given their books. I’m really glad I
was able to help in a small way

Jen Scott
It was a very successful day for us, and, I think, for the prison staff and the
families involved. Give a Book and the PRG contribution was much valued.
More than one member of staff commented on what we were doing, and
there was loads of positive feedback from children and their parents

Kay Waddilove

Future developments
Ongoing partnership with Give a Book and generous funding from
the Siobhan Dowd Trust means we can support even more Family
Days in 2017, at new prisons as well as some we have developed
strong relationships with already.
We are working with The Alligator’s Mouth bookshop in Richmond
to increase the range and diversity of the books we provide.
We generated good social media traffic with a call for further
suggestions.

Partners and donors
Prison Reading Groups establishes, funds and
supports reading groups in prisons. For prisoners
the groups can be an important route to
desistance. They encourage empathy through
reading, critical self-reflection and mutual
respect fostered through discussion; and they
help connect prisoners with their families
and the wider culture outside.
Give a Book was set up in 2011 in memory of
playwright Simon Gray, who loved to read and
share his reading. GAB facilitates the giving of
new books to selected charities and other
organisations. Each donation buys and sends
a book to someone who really needs one.
The Siobhan Dowd Trust works to give young
people the opportunity to read and enjoy
literature. The money earned through royalties
and foreign sales of Siobhan Dowd’s books
allows the trust to support deserving projects.

The Alligator’s Mouth is an independent children’s
bookshop in Richmond, offering a wide range of
carefully chosen stock from baby to late teen,
expert advice and recommendations in a
welcoming environment.
The Drapers’ Charitable Fund awards grants each
year with the aim of improving the quality of life
and expectations of people and their communities,
especially those disadvantaged or socially excluded,
and particularly in Greater London.
Penguin Random House is a cultural institution
committed to editorial excellence and long-term
investment in new ideas, creativity, and diverse
content, leading campaigns worldwide that
promote literacy and reading culture.
The Wandsworth Grant Fund provides small
grants for community and voluntary sector
organisations in the borough, on behalf of
Wandsworth Council. The Fund supported PRG’s
Family Days in HMP Wandsworth in 2016.

